In September 2014 hurricane Odile made a direct hit on Los Cabos. Many lost everything, homes, jobs, cars, lives, gone forever. Some were homeless for the first time in their lives.

It is the dawn of a new year. 2015 will be a season of “new beginnings” for all of Los Cabos.

Lush landscaping and beautiful flowers were enjoyed by everyone during the winter of 2014.
Our beloved Mykonos sustained much damage. As one friend said to me, “it looks like a war zone”.
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MYKONOS
Come and take a walk with me, today, through Mykonos, just a few short months after Hurricane Odile.

Those are Mexican workers installing new windows.
Lots of pictures?? Lots of hard work has gone on. These pictures tell the story better than any words or accountants ledger ever could. The remarkable transition from the “health” of Mykonos on September 13 (the day after Odile) to today is a testament to the efforts made by all of those involved in the recovery.

I can not imagine the hours put in by all those involved in the recovery of Mykonos.

THANK YOU

The long hours and hard work have given Mykonos a season for 2015. It is still bustling here with more repairs coming daily. However, we have folks lounging by the pool. There are tenants happily enjoying our grounds and the beach out front. The grounds are clean, repairs have been fast and efficient. Owners can now come down and enjoy their winter, worry free and able to concentrate on repairing their individual units. There are no glass shards, sand in the pools or debris anywhere on our grounds. It is clean and once again sparkling in the warm Baja sun. Mykonos is still one of the best places to live in San Jose del Cabo.